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Organizations consist of members. Their members; the tools, equipment, and supplies available to them; their goals and purposes; their research activity; the community services they offer; their influence beyond the organization—such things create environments, social and physical and ideological, for their members and also for customers and vendors. Membership is important; “workers should be viewed as long-term assets, not short-term costs” (Gowing, Kraft, & Quick, 1998, p. 261).

Organizations change. They grow or decay, they merge with others or direct themselves to customers, or perhaps to potential employers that they are competent in what they do. Organizations also face and react to external change. Some buggy-makers, facing the future, started making automobiles. In the automotive industry, skilled craftsmen made cars; product quality depended on their individual skills. Then mechanical equipment made assembly lines possible, and relatively unskilled workers could do what craftsmen had done—and with precision permitting interchangeable parts. New much of automotive assembly is automated, and robots do things people used to do; fewer workers are needed, and many who are left are highly trained in new electronic crafts. Member roles and required qualifications changed as work environments changed from social to mechanical to electronic.

Change occurs spasmodically and in pockets—like “scattered showers” in a weather forecast. At any given moment, some people, and the organizations within which they work, do things in a totally new way; others stick to tradition. Sticking to tradition is partly preservation (perhaps resistance to change), but it also happens because the stimulus for change doesn’t occur everywhere at once. Besides, to recall colleague French, plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose—the more things change, the more they stay the same. Despite Frank Landy’s urging that I follow his trend to find new things in the job at hand and replace it with work, I find daily use still bemoans the loss of jobs in times of recession/depression, meaning work that gets paid. And, like Ilgen and Pulakos (1999), I believe that employee performance remains paramount to the health of both the employing organization and its members.

Not everyone joins an organization. People in some occupations—professionals, people in trades or crafts, farmers, or consultants among them—may form their own small organizations or work independently. Some of them must be certified individually to the public, to customers, or to potential employers that they are competent in what they do. Nevertheless, nearly everyone in a modern society works in some form of organization.

Organizations function through their members. Recruiting and hiring new members is one of the first steps in bringing in new people. Hiring new people is the end state of a selection process and is only one of several kinds of personnel decisions. The selection process involves choosing among applicants those who will be hired—in a prototype for the processes of choosing among applicants those will be hired is a prototype for the processes of a
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“Robert Guion is one of the smartest and most knowledgeable Industrial Organizational psychologists. His chapters have all of the generally accepted theoretical perspectives and practical implications, but go beyond them and offer his extremely insightful comments.” - Fritz Drasgow, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, USA

“Imagine getting a private tutorial from Joe DiMaggio on how to play baseball. What an extraordinary learning opportunity from the renowned master of the game it would be! For 50 years Bob Guion has been the voice of authority within industrial/organizational psychology on personnel decisions. When the best in the business offer us their talents, it behooves us to listen and learn, and to appreciate the moment.” - Paul M Muchinsky, Joseph M Bryan Distinguished Professor of Business, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

“The book is remarkably comprehensive, beautifully written, full of wisdom about the topics, and useful to academics, students and practitioners.” - Walter C. Borman, University of South Florida, USA

“The focus and approach of this book are absolutely relevant to current scholarship and research in this field, featuring numerous cutting-edge summaries as well as important pieces of guidance for future research. The new chapter 10 summarizes recent research in five “hottest” personnel assessment and decision research areas.” - Mo Wang, University of Maryland, USA

“Guion describes ideas for many dozens of research studies that will better inform and invigorate our field for years to come. You know the information contained in this book is correct!” - Neil Schmitt, Michigan State University, USA

“The new edition of Assessment, Measurement, and Prediction for Personnel Decisions puts the process of making personnel decisions in context and challenges the reader to think in new ways about the problems of measurement in organizational settings. Regardless of the number of years you have worked in this field or the number of times you have read past editions of this book, you will learn something new. Carefully written, profoundly wise, and often amusing, this book is essential and a pleasure to read.” - Nancy T. Tippins, Valtera Corporation, Greenville, SC, USA